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Prior to the Vol. 3, No. 3 issue all we inheirited were individual articles
from the AFm website.With the help of a generous subscriber were were
able to download those articles and convert them to our present file for-
mat. This “Whole Issue” has been reconstituted from those files and so
doesn’t look exactly like the current issues.



EDITORIAL 

What a Year!

Welcome to the final issue of Archery Focus for 1997! 

I would like to introduce myself. My name is Denise Parker and am the new editor for Archery 
Focus. I am very excited to be a part of a magazine that represents the sport that I love so much. I 
have been involved with archery in all aspects. As a young girl I competed in many NFAA events, 
which quickly grew to Olympic competition. I was a member of the 1988 and 1992 Olympic Teams. 
My family and I have enjoyed bowhunting with our friends ever since I can remember. I have taken 
much from the sport, and it now feels good to be able to share the love with you, the readers.

This issue is a packed one. The end of the year brought us many champions. We have 3-D 
champions, FITA champions, national champions and others. Congratulations to all of them! We 
have the tournament coverage in the following pages.

As always, Archery Focus is dedicated to all levels and all disciplines of archery. For the technical, 
equipment junkies, we have all the technical information you could ever want. For those who enjoy 
browsing through the pictures, we have some great shots of future bowhunters, world champions and 
some fun snapshots at the end (a definite must to check out). Of course everyone needs a little help 
on the mental game and Lisa Franseen, PhD, provides a great piece on visualization, an aspect of the 
game everyone should incorporate into their routine.

I invite you to read, learn (maybe even laugh a little) and enjoy the sport for all of its facets. Archery 
truly is a sport for everyone.

Enjoy, 



Denise Parker
Editor, Archery Focus Magazine
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COMPOUND TECH 100

Choosing a Release

by Drew Wilcock

There is a wide variety of release aids available to the modern archer on today’s market, which 
can make finding the right one for you a monumental task. 

Whether you are a bowhunter, target shooter, 3-D fanatic or a backyard recreation shooter, the most 
important thing when choosing a release is that it fits comfortably in your hand. If a release is 
awkward to handle, or is uncomfortable, you are going to have trouble.

Although there are many unique designs of release available to today’s archer, most of them can be 
listed in one of three categories: index finger, T-style and back tension.

Caliper index finger release (top). Rope 
index finger release (bottom).

INDEX FINGER
An index style release is triggered by the archer’s index finger and is usually mounted on a wrist 
strap, or concho / grip handle. First time release shooters can equate to this style very easily because 



the firing process is quite similar to that of shooting a gun: aim and squeeze. This particular style of 
release is very popular among hunters. The wrist strap mount and ease of operation are valuable 
features in the field.

T-STYLE
I refer to this style as T-style because of the shape of the release. The archer grips the release by the 
cross of the T, and the caliper, or rope and hook extend out the bottom of the base of the T. This style 
of release is usually triggered by a thumb or pinkie firing mechanism. To shoot this type of release 
accurately, the archer must invert their anchor, rolling the draw hand over and anchoring on the back 
of it. Placing the sharp edge of the archer’s jaw line in the valley between the knuckles of the index 
and middle finger is a very common anchor for this style of release. Inverting the anchor can seem 
awkward to some archers, but this usually disappears fairly quickly, as the archer starts blowing 
nocks off with the solid anchor position.

BACK TENSION
The majority of the back tension releases available today look very similar to T-style releases, with 
one significant difference, they do not have external triggers. Back tension releases are fired by 
rotation. As the archer pulls through the release, the hand naturally shifts pressure from the index and 
middle finger to the ring finger and pinkie. This in turn rotates the release, activating the internal 
firing mechanism. Although it is uncommon to see a hunter in the field with a back tension style 
release, they are very popular with target and 3-D shooters. Many of the world’s top competitors 
have won time and time again with this style of release. Countless more use them in training, trying 
to lock down that perfect form. Once an archer has mastered a back tension release, there isn’t a 
release out there that he won’t be able to use accurately.



Inga Lowe demonstrates an inverted 
anchor.

BOWHUNTERS
Most bowhunters tend to lean toward the caliper style release, which in the hunting field can be very 
beneficial. The clip-on style jaws make for easy, quick loading without rushing into a poor shot. 
Some of the newer designs are even self loading. All the archer needs to do is push the release onto 
the string and the jaws set automatically. Although the caliper releases have a tendency to be harder 
on the bowstring and serving, the ease of operation is definitely a big benefit.

3-D & TARGET
The 3-D and target shooter tends to lean towards a more sophisticated rope style release. Although 
they can be harder to manipulate, they are usually a lot more forgiving, a critical factor for those who 
are trying to find the last two or three points to a perfect game. Some of the more high-tech releases 
actually require the shooter to set the mechanism before the release can be loaded onto the string. To 
many novice archers this seems awkward, but the smoothness and accuracy of these releases 
definitely make them worth the effort.

The best suggestion when trying to pick a release is to get to your local archery pro shop. With so 
many manufacturers producing so many different designs, your best bet is to ask the pro shop staff to 
show you the advantages and disadvantages of the many designs. If the shop has shooting facilities, 
you can try a few shots before you decide.



RECURVE TECH 100 

Archery at Home

by Jennifer Furrow-Fonua

The most common type of backstop: A bale of hay. 

Archery is a sport that appeals to people of all types. Old and young, rich and poor, even the physically 
challenged are choosing archery as a form of recreation. For those who enjoy the competition of archery 
there are tournaments at the club, state, regional, national and international levels. Archery competition 

has many facets and each type of competition is challenging in its own way. Any way you choose to 
shoot archery, practicing is a must. Whether you are a bowhunter who is never quite sure of the exact 

distance, or you’re a target archer who is shooting distances up to 90 meters, you need to practice. Even 
a field archer who is constantly changing distances will have an advantage if they practice. 

Some archers choose to shoot only on the weekends, or maybe a few times a month, where some archers 
shoot several times a week. Whatever your schedule is, it is always easier and more convenient to shoot 
out of your own backyard. Even though the distance may be limited, relative to your type of archery, the 
practice is beneficial for both your skills and muscles. Shooting in your backyard will help motivate you 
to shoot more often, and help keep those specific archery muscles in shape.

Backstops
The most common backstop is a target matt or bales of straw or hay. The best archery matts are 
equipped with an extra-tough section in the center, where you have the greatest wear. You can choose a 
target that is small, such as 16 inches in diameter; this size is handy and portable, it can be taken on 



campouts and hunting trips. This size is pretty small for the average archer, so you can expect to spend a 
considerable amount of time behind the target looking for arrows that missed the target. This could be a 
great concern around your house. Even the best shooters can miss this small target, and should only be 
used at short distances by experienced archers.

The more common backyard target matt sizes are the 24-inch and 36-inch diameter targets. They are less 
portable, but you have a greater chance of shooting all your arrows on the target. The official regulation 
size for Olympic archery competition is a 48-inch diameter target matt.

Hay and straw bales are considerably less expensive than target matts. Their prices depend on locality 
and season. It is always best to shoot at hay or straw bales that are packed tightly, the ones you might 
buy from a farmer or feed and grain dealer aren’t packed tightly because they are used to feed animals. 
Contact your local archery shop to find or buy some bales that are tightly packed.

Stands
The target matt is also situated on a three-legged stand or easel. According to the national and 
international regulations, the center of the target must be approximately 4-feet-3 inches from the ground. 
For your own backyard target you don’t need to be as specific. There are many different companies that 
make archery stands, but you can also make your own. For backyard use, your archery stand does not 
have to be expensive or difficult to make. Some archers just lean their target matt against a tree. To 
prevent rotting the bottom of the target with the ground, find some old tires to stack underneath you 
target matt. This will help prolong the life of your target. To protect it from the rain when it’s not being 
used, just cover it with a small tarp, plastic sheet or garbage bag.

This is an example of an NFAA 
target face. The governing body is 

the National Field Archery 
Association.

The multi-colored FITA face is 
shot in Olympic style competition 

and is governed by the 
International Archery Federation.

This is an example of a 3-D target 
which is very popular. There is no 
target face required. The scoring 

area is already marked.

Target Faces
Most target faces can be purchased from your local archery pro shop, although some target matts might 
already have a bullseye on it. Target faces are usually inexpensive and can be shot at for quite some time 



before replacement is necessary. A black and white circular face is used in field archery, where the 
colored, ten-ringed target face is for FITA use. 3-D targets vary, shaped like animals, which are used at 
most 3-D events and don’t require a target face. To keep the target in place, it is best to pin the target to 
the matt. There are several types of target pins, from nails to bent hanger wire to golf tees. You can 
usually find these things around your home.

The most important thing to remember when setting up your target and shooting area is safety. Below 
are a few rules that you might want to set for your archery range.

Make sure rules like these are known to all archers using your backyard range. If you make archery 
safety a number-one priority, you will likely have no problems.

Good luck!

IMPORTANT RULES TO REMEMBER 
WHILE SHOOTING!!

1. Never aim or point a drawn bow at a person. 
The bowstring might slip or break resulting in 
injury.

2. Do not take a shot unless you are sure there 
is no one in front or behind the target.

3. Inspect your equipment regularly. Look for 
cracked nocks, bent arrows or frayed strings 
which could result in injury.

4. Be aware of obstructions in your shooting 
range such as trees or rocks which your arrows 
could ricochet off.

5. Don’t let children shoot without adult 
supervision.

6. When searching for arrows behind the target, 
lean your bow and quiver against the target face 
so that another archer knows you are behind the 
target.



SPECIAL FEATURE 

113th National Outdoor Championships

by Denise Parker

Heritage Park in Canton, Michigan seemed to prove well for fellow Olympians Butch Johnson and Janet Dykman who claimed their 
second consecutive titles at the 113th U.S. National Target Championships. The week long tournament, presented by Gander Mountain 
L.L.C., drew a record 530 participants including 130 from 18 different countries.

Who says archers aren’t cool?

Johnson finished with a 2631 total, while Justin Huish, 1996 double gold medal winner in Atlanta, was second with a score of 2612. 
Jay Barrs finished third with a 2596, beating out Rod White, the third member of the 1996 Olympic gold medal men’s team, who ended 
the tournament with a total of 2579.

Butch Johnson signing 
autographs between ends.

Dykman was equally impressive on the women’s field with her final of 2606, which bested runner-up Khatouna Long who finished 
with 2591 points. Kathie Loesch placed third with a score of 2536.

In the men’s compound division, Kevin Eldredge claimed his first ever outdoor target championship, edging out current World Indoor 
Champion Dee Wilde. Eldredge finished the week with a score of 2637 to Wilde’s 2632. Matt Cleland placed third with a total of 2616.

Wrapping up the tournament, Diane Hooper vaulted from third place on the final day to capture the hotly contested women’s 
compound title. Only three points separated the top three places. Hooper finished the tournament with a 2594 total, edging out Becky 
Pearson’s 2593 and Tara Swanney’s 2592. For more information contact the National Archery Association.



Kevin Eldredge showing off his winning form. The Australian women's team enjoying 
themselves in Michigan.

Carol Strausburg and Janet Dykman, discussing 
strategy I’m sure.



PRODUCT EVALUATION 

Detowis Pocket Press™ Bow Press

by George Tekmitchov,
U.S. Archery Team Member

OK CONFESSION TIME
Compound bows scare the heck out of me. Not the shooting aspect of compounds, but the working 
part. There’s a lot of energy stored in a compound bow. Hundreds of pounds of load on strings and 
buss cables at times. Enough limb tension to easily snap a finger ... or put out an eye. But compound 
bows sometimes need to be worked on. That’s even worse. A compressed compound is basically a 
stored energy bomb ready to go off. So if you want to work on one, you need a safe and reliable bow 
press.

Years ago, I got myself to tournaments by working a second job in a pro shop, setting up compound 
bows for competitors and hunters. The place I worked in used a “single pull bow press”. This device 
basically supported the bow by the limbs and used a rope to pull on the handle at the pivot point until 
the bow relaxed tension on the string and cables (or the riser broke or bent in half). Later the shop got 
smart and put in a “double pull bow press” which still supported the limbs, but applied the pull at the 
limb butts. Not much possibility of breaking a bow with one of those ... unless you over-stressed the 
limbs.



Now, if you wanted one of these, you would have to shell out $300-$400. And they aren’t exactly 
portable, weighing up to 90 pounds. Besides, that’s what pro shops are for.

But sometimes you need to work on your bow when you can’t get to a pro shop.

Let’s say you have accidentally cut half of the string strands on your compound while in a tree-stand 
somewhere in the Yukon where you have been dropped off by some bush pilot. (OK, for all I know, 
there are no trees in the Yukon, but you get the picture.) No pro shop, you’re on your own and you 
have only one bow. If you shot a longbow, you would still have a very nice spear. But, as a 
compound shooter, you basically have three options:

a. Pick up a big rock and go “really traditional” on what’s left of your hunting trip.

b. Wait a week for the bush pilot to come pick you up while you find new and interesting ways to kill 
mosquitoes.

Detowis Pocket Press fits easily in a 
back pack.

c. Pull the handy, under-one-pound Detowis bow press out of your backpack, fix the darn thing and 
get back in the treestand.

The fact is compound bows, especially split-limb compounds, are a hassle to work on in the field. 
You need a tool to let you get to the most vulnerable part of the bow: the string and cables. The 
Detowis Pocket Press is the first portable bow press I have used that makes me really comfortable 
with the whole process.

This Swedish-designed and manufactured device uses a smartly designed ratchet mechanism and a 
stout steel cable along with a couple of T-blocks designed to fit one-piece limbs. Brackets are 
available to fit split-limb design bows. Multiple stops on the cable allow this unit to work with any 
commercially made compound bow length. The housing is made from anodized aluminum and 
appears built-to-last. Leather pads on the brackets protect limbs from scratching.

To use this unit, put on your safety glasses. (Of course you, as an obviously intelligent Archery 



Focus reader, would never work on a bow without safety glasses, but it needs to be said anyhow.)

Detowis’ ratchet system. 

Then, all you do is:
1. Attach the T-blocks or brackets to the limbs.
2. Thread the cable anchors to the attachments on the bracket or block.
3. Pull the bow from the normal shooting position.
The ratchet mechanism automatically locks on, allowing the press to take the load of the string and 
buss cables when you let down. This unit is rated for up to an 80 pound bow.

When you are done fiddling with the bow, just turn it upside down, pull carefully and let down 
slowly. This allows the ratchet to release and the load to return to the buss cables and string. Of 
course, you need to be really careful around any compressed bow, but this press really gives you a 
feeling of security.

The Detowis Pocket Press isn’t cheap, but for the price of a high-end arrow rest you can have the 
security of being able to work on your bow anywhere, and that’s priceless.



SPECIAL FEATURE 

Choosing a Traditional Bow:
Which One is Right for You?

by T.J. Conrads

You’ve made the decision; you want to start shooting a traditional bow. How do you go about 
deciding which one is right for you? One of the most enjoyable aspects of traditional archery, next to 
actually shooting a traditional bow, is the process of deciding which bow to buy and which bowyer to 

have build that bow for you. Your options are numerous when you consider there are over 150 
custom bowyers in the United States alone, and that number seems to be growing steadily to satisfy 

the demand. 

A selection of beautiful 
longbows, Here are the 
extremes of the color 

combinations available.

What Bow?
Your first consideration is what style of traditional bow is right for you. For most archers switching 
over from a compound the recurve is the bow of choice, and for good reasons. Besides the aesthetic 
quality of the graceful lines and beautiful wood, the recurve is the most forgiving traditional bow to 
shoot and stores more energy pound for pound of draw weight than a longbow. The added mass in 
the riser section also adds inertia, helping to stabilize the bow while shooting.



Many archers, myself included, prefer the longbow. It is a simple bow, either straight limb or 
reflex/deflex in design, the later providing a bit more stability and reduced hand shock when shot. 
For the most part, the longbow has a straight handle shape rather than the pistol grip of the recurve, 
although many bowyers offer a locator or pistol grip handle design.

The selfbow is another consideration when choosing a traditional bow. However, because of their 
unique design and delicate nature I would recommend that first-time traditionalists learn to shoot a 
recurve or laminated longbow first. After you have decided that traditional archery is right for you, 
selfbows will become something you will definitely want to experience.

Takedown longbows. The two 
on the left utilize the Robertson 
Connexion. The yew selfbow on 
the right uses the sleeve design.

Many of the bows being made today are offered in takedown models in addition to the normal one-
piece design. There are many different types of takedown systems, but the most widely available 
types are the sleeve and hinged handles, and bolt on limbs. Recurves are normally offered as a three 
piece take-down, where the limbs bolt onto the riser. Longbows can be made with all three types of 
takedown systems. A takedown model bow is ideal if you plan on travelling a lot with your bow. You 
can break it down into a manageable package and store it in your suitcase or duffel bag, making it 
perfect for the travelling bowhunter. My own personal hunting bows are all takedown models, 
incorporate all three types of systems described here, and perform flawlessly.

The best place to start searching for your first traditional bow is your local archery shop. Most shops 
have several makes of bows for sale, either new or on consignment, and are willing to let you shoot 
them if a range is available. The numerous 3-D shoots around the country are also great places to 
shop and test several bows out.

You may also have a traditional archery club in your state. Go through the traditional club listing in 
the May/June 1997 issue of Archery Focus to see which club is closest to you. Almost all of these 
clubs have shoots and gatherings where you have the opportunity to try out several bows.

And last but not least, you can go through the archery and bowhunting magazines on the news-stand 



and contact individual bowyers for information, brochures and references.

A close up of the Robertson 
Connexion hinge system.

The Little Things
Length of bow has a lot to do with inertia - the resistance to movement. The longer the bow, the more 
stable a shooting platform it provides. You may hear some archers say that a longer bow shoots 
sweeter than a shorter bow, and indeed it does. However, a shorter bow may be better for you if you 
shoot out of treestands or hunt through thick forests where a longer bow may get tangled in limbs and 
brush. Decide what type of hunting or shooting you are planning to do with your new bow and 
choose it accordingly.

Handle shape is another area of concern. If you are switching over from a compound bow, you may 
be used to a high-wrist handle. This style places the web of the thumb and pointer finger at the 
deepest part of the bow handle. It is a very stable grip for shooting all types of bows. Some bows 
have an index-type grip, where there is a dished out section for the web to naturally fall into. Some 
bowyers call them locator grips. And then there is the flat handle of the traditional longbow and self 
wood bow, where the entire palm of the hand is held tight against the bow handle. All these styles 
can affect the feel and performance of the bow, but the bottom line is what feels the most 
comfortable for you. There is no perfect handle shape for all archers.

The biggest mistake archers make is to choose a bow that is too heavy, a term called ‘over-bowed’. 
Many compound shooters think that because they shoot, say, a 70 pound compound, they can shoot a 
70 pound recurve or longbow. This is a fallacy that has ruined many an archer from ever becoming 
competent with traditional archery, and even leading to them getting out of the sport altogether. So 
remember: start light and work your way up to a comfortable weight.

Along with the appropriate draw weight, you need to find out your correct draw length. The easiest 
way to measure your particular draw length is to draw an arrow across a light traditional bow, come 



to anchor and have an assistant mark the shaft at the front of the riser. Do this several times to make 
sure you are coming to full draw and are getting the true length of the draw. Measure the distance 
from the inside of the string nock to the mark on the arrow shaft, and you will have your true draw 
length. Just remember, if you are coming from a compound bow, you will most likely shorten your 
draw length from one to two inches as the style of shooting the two types of bows is very different.

Traditional shoots are great places to 
see many different makes and styles of 

bows. These are Great Northern bows in 
a booth at the Great Lakes Longbow 

Invitational.

The beautiful thing about buying a custom traditional bow is the fact that the bowyer can make the 
weight hit at your exact draw length - the standard 28-inch measurement on production bows is 
thrown out the window. You can get a bow made which will pull the weight you are most 
comfortable shooting at any draw length you want.

Handle and limb core wood selection is another decision you have to make. Traditional bows are not 
mass produced items. They are individually handcrafted to the customer’s specifications, so you have 
the option of several woods - both exotic and local - to select from. Some woods serve best in limb 
design for their cast and stability when shot, such as elm, yew, maple, osage orange and bamboo. 
Others are heavy and strong and make ideal handle risers, such as cocobolo, bocote and ebony. And 
don’t let the eco-terrorists tell you you’re threatening the rain forests when you use exotic woods; by 
placing a value on these trees they are being managed for their timber value instead of being burnt to 
the ground for a one-time planting of crops.



Master selfbow craftsman 
Dean Torges shows off one of 

his unusual, but highly 
effective, hunting bows.

Some Final Thoughts
There are very few inanimate objects in life which I have become emotionally attached to. But my 
traditional bows just happen to fall into this category. I consider them to be my companions, giving 
me great pleasure in the field. Last winter I had my favorite longbow fall victim to a vicious 
mountain lion, and I was devastated by the loss. But that is another story for another time. I’m sure 
that once you experience the journey of choosing your bow and waiting for it to finally arrive, the 
shooting and experiences that follow will also grab a hold of your inner strings. Then maybe you will 
understand the real reason we choose to shoot and hunt with traditional equipment.

Buying your first traditional bow should be a pleasurable experience, one you will remember for the 
rest of your life. Take time and make sure you will be happy with your new bow. It will become a 
special part of your life, and lead to a life time of archery enjoyment.



SPECIAL FEATURE 

Future Bowhunters Club
where the only rule is: Have Fun!

Everyone gets a chance to shoot their bows at the 
Future Bowhunters shoot at the IBO World 

Championships.
“Hey dad ... if I get a 10 are the Happy Meals on you?”

“I LOVE THIS SHOOTING GAME!”

“But dad, he always gets to shoot 
at the big targets.”

“Please ... I’m tired and I can’t shoot 
another arrow.”



The head - to - head competition begins for the Future 
Bowhunter’s Championship.

“Ok, what was it my coach said 
about pre-draw?”

“OK, you and me are going hunting 
together as soon as we’re old enough 

deal.” ... 
“Deal.”



SPECIAL FEATURE 

Oh, but it CAN Happen to YOU!

by Bob Stinson

As I lay on my back, trying to draw a breath, rain falling on my face, waves of pain racing over my 
body, thoughts chasing each other through my head, “Well, you’ve really done it this time, stupid!” 
and “Can I drag my body out of the woods by arm strength alone?” and “Nobody knows where I am 
and no one will be up here to camp until tomorrow afternoon!” and “Am I paralyzed?!”

I had just fallen eight feet from a ladder stand and knew that I was hurt seriously. Lying there in the 
rain, in pain, my training as an EMT and Rescue Technician took over. I evaluated my condition and 
determined that I had no sign of paralysis, but was obviously badly hurt. My lower back hurt and my 
ankle felt like it might be broken. Pulling myself to my feet with the aid of a nearby tree, I staggered 
to my ATV and very slowly and very carefully drove myself out of the woods and got into the camp. 
Taking some pain pills, I lay down and waited for the pain to subside. My ankle actually hurt worse 
than my back. After two hours, I got up and drove myself into Gladwin to the emergency room of the 
Regional Urgent Care Center.

The accident was somewhat ironic, in that I had considered myself to be extremely safety conscious, 
especially when it came to hunting from trees. I was aware that most tree stand accidents happen 
when hunters are getting into or out of the stand. I am also a Hunter Safety Instructor and an NBEF 
Bowhunter Education Instructor. Yet there I was, another tree stand accident victim!

I am not comfortable with heights and do not ever use screw-in tree steps. I always use either ladders 
or climbing sticks. All season I had faithfully been using a safety belt every time I climbed into a 
tree, but because I had considered ladders to be “safe.” I would only fasten the safety belt after 
climbing in the stand. BIG MISTAKE!

All but one of my ladders or climbing sticks had slip together joints. This one ladder stand had 
hinged joints, secured with a slipover collar. I wasn’t very confident about that system but it appeared 
to work. The day of the accident, I had gotten to camp about noon and was doing chores, checking 
stands and putting out bait. I was riding my ATV and on the spur of the moment, decided to take 
down the ladder stand, as I did not plan to hunt from it again that season.

That decision marked the beginning of a chain of events, culminating in the accident. To begin with, 
I was in a hurry because it was raining. Then I did not go back to the camp to get my safety belt, and 
finally I did not check the collars on the hinged joints as I climbed the ladder.

Climbing to the top of the ladder stand, I unlocked the security cable and let it drop. Releasing the 



ratchet that held the stand to the tree, I started back down the ladder. I released the first strap holding 
the ladder to the tree and started down again. As I took that step. I felt the ladder come away from the 
tree. Before I could do anything, I hit the ground HARD! The pivoting ladder threw me outward and 
I hit the ground six feet away from the tree. What probably saved me from more serious injury was 
the ground being softened from days of rain and there being nothing but leaves on the ground where I 
hit.

Besides the embarrassment, the result of the fall was a compression fracture of the fourth lumbar 
vertebras and a severely sprained ankle. I must wear a lumbar spinal brace for six months and will 
always have weakness in that area of my back. The accident put a severe crimp in my hunting season 
and resulted in some costly medical bills and pain and suffering, but I am very lucky not to be 
paralyzed.

What has this accident taught me? First, no matter how careful and safety conscious you think you 
are, IT CAN HAPPEN TO YOU! IT DID HAPPEN TO ME! Second, NEVER climb (even ladders) 
without using a safety belt! Third, be sure to let someone know where you are (I should have at least 
left a note at camp). Although I tell people that only squirrels and racoons belong in trees, I know 
that I will continue to use tree stands, and I will ALWAYS employ a safety belt properly! I suggest 
you learn from my experience.

For more on bowhunter education contact: 

National Bowhunter Education Foundation,
249B E. 29th Street, #503,
Loveland, CO 80538. 



MENTAL SKILLS 

Visualization

by Lisa Franseen, PhD

What is all/this talk about mental imagery?

“Hold fast to the Great Image, And all the world will come.” Tao Te Ching no. 35

When sport psychologists, coaches and experienced athletes talk about mental imagery, they are 
speaking of a formal, structured and controlled method of seeing and feeling oneself perform. In this 
first of two articles, I will briefly discuss the current research in this area and highlight the most 
common types and uses of imagery (also called visualization - they’re used here interchangeably).

Quality mental imagery, along with quality physical practice and equipment, increases your ability to 
perform. It helps you to get the best out of yourself in both training and competition. This has been 
supported by a vast amount of scientific research. Visualizing is a bit like a dress rehearsal - by going 
through a performance or some skill in your mind it serves as a ‘rehearsal’, or practice, for the real 
thing. The more you rehearse, the better the actual performance. Research has shown that visualizing 
an activity in our mind can actually induce the same physiological response, although to a lesser 
degree, as actually doing that activity. Suinn, in 1972, monitored the leg muscles of skiers as they 
imagined skiing the course, and found the electrical activity in their muscles changed as it would 
have if they were actually skiing. Theoretically then, for archery, imagining yourself pulling back the 
arrow should cause slight neuromuscular impulses in your back muscles (assuming you are pulling 
back the arrow correctly in your mind!). It is a way of programming your muscles and preparing your 
body to perform.

GENERAL RESEARCH FINDINGS ON THE EFFECTS OF IMAGERY
1. A combination of mental practice and physical practice leads to more improvement in performance 
than just physical practice or just mental practice.



2. Physical practice alone shows more improvement than mental practice alone.
3. Mental practice alone shows more improvement than no practice at all.

Much of the research looking at the effectiveness of imagery has focused on the kind of sports for 
which it works best. Over 100 studies have compared the performances of athletes who use formal 
imagery to those who do not. Feltz and Landers (1983) combined the results of these 100 studies and 
found, overall, that athletes who use visualization to perform tasks that are primarily mental in 
nature, like aiming and making decisions, consistently perform better than for tasks that are more 
motoric, like kicking or dribbling a ball. Even though more specific research on imagery is needed, 
these findings certainly support the use of imagery to improve performances in archery!

Visualization is an active part of a 
Korean archer’s training.

USES OF IMAGERY 

• Learn a new skill
• Make an adjustment to the execution of your shot
• Increase focus and concentration abilities
• Build confidence
• Increase ability to cope with stress
• Control emotional reactions
• Retain skill level during times of injury or sickness
• Cope with pain
• Improve attitude and motivation 

As you can see, there are many uses for mental imagery. Most archers use imagery to rehearse 
physical performance, but it can be quite effective in preparation for competition. Skills such as 



sustained concentration and focus, remaining positive even in the face of adversity and believing in 
your abilities can all be enhanced by visualizing yourself successfully using these skills. For 
example, imagine yourself stepping up to the shooting line feeling confident and knowing that you 
can shoot your best; your head held high, your back straight. Visualization like this example can help 
you to actually feel more confident. In addition, the very act of visualizing it requires you to 
concentrate and thus, in turn, increases your concentration skills, which are important when you 
actually shoot. Mental imagery also requires you to focus only on the image and pulls your thoughts 
away from negativity, distractions, worries and anything that can interfere with shooting your best.

Imagine yourself stepping up to the 
shooting line feeling confident and 
knowing that you can shoot your 

best.

BASIC IMAGERY SKILLS
Even the best archers did not start out with good control over their visualization abilities. Research 
shows that successful athletes practice both their physical and mental skills regularly and 
consistently. An additional 10 to 15 minutes at home each day is all that is needed to practice mental 
imagery and you are never too young to start! In fact, often, the younger you are the easier it is to 
visualize. Just as important as visualizing at home or away from the shooting field is to incorporate 
imagery into your actual shooting sequence and your preparation plan for competition (this will be 
discussed in more detail in Part two).

If you have never done any formal mental imagery, it is best to start with images that are most 
familiar to you, such as a place that you spend most of your time. Because visualizing requires you to 



concentrate, it can be tiring, especially at first. Start out slow and work towards short periods (5 
minutes) of well-controlled, high-quality imagery, rather than longer periods of ‘half-fast’ and 
distracted imagery.

There are two different ways to visualize. The first is to watch yourself perform, from outside 
yourself, like on a television screen. The second is to imagine the execution of a skill from inside 
yourself or from your own vantage point. I describe this second type as ‘internal’ because you are 
looking out through your own eyes, you are in your body and you not only see yourself performing 
but also feel yourself moving your muscles and joints. Many archers use both ways of visualizing 
and switch back and forth as they do. Research has not yet been able to show that one way is more 
effective than another but most of the athletes that I have worked with prefer the ‘internal’ method. 
What is most important is that you choose a style that leads to clear, controllable images.

When working with a sport psychologist, she or he will often perform an assessment of your ability 
to visualize across different situations. It is possible to roughly quantify how much control you have 
over the image. To have complete control of an image is to have the ability to visualize, without 
interference, anything you want. Many archers find it hard to visualize the arrow hitting the middle of 
the target. Instead, the arrow will veer to the red or blue of the target, or even off the target. With 
practice and persistence, you can learn to better control an image. It can be helpful to slow down 
what you are visualizing until you have complete control over the image, then gradually speed the 
image to match its actual speed. One archer, trying to visualize himself hitting the gold, slowed the 
process down to one minute, between the time the arrow left the bow and the time it hit the gold! 
This may seem extremely slow, considering it really only takes but a second, but this slowing was 
necessary to increase his control over the image. Once he was able to easily hit the gold, he gradually 
decreased the time it took for the arrow to hit the target.



Incorporating visualization, 
relaxation and concentration skills 
in your routine could help you end 
up where Dee Wilde has: the top of 

the victory stand.

Sport psychologists will also measure how vividly or clearly you are able to imagine a situation. A 
vivid image is clear and real. There is color in the things that you see, as well as direct light and 
shadow. You can perhaps smell the grass on the shooting field, feel the sun on your back and hear 
other arrows being released and hitting targets. You can feel the temperature of the air and notice any 
humidity. And, if you pay attention, you can feel your arm guard on your forearm, feel the earth 
under your feet and notice that you feel some emotion either about the situation you are in or your 
overall mood. Most important to visualizing clearly is to actually feel your muscles and joints move 
during the execution of your shot, to vividly see the target at the appropriate distance from you and 
feel yourself aim, release, and follow-through.

The best starting point for visualizing clearly is to be in a relaxed state. Simply close your eyes or 
stare out at nothing, take a deep breath and, as you exhale, consciously allow all of your muscles to 
release. Once you’ve done this simple breathing routine (three or four times, if necessary) you are 
ready to begin mental imagery!

In the next issue of Archery Focus, part two of this article will include an actual visualization 
‘script’ used by Dr. Franseen in her work with several elite archers. In addition, she will discuss how 
best to develop imagery skills and will talk about specific, advanced uses of mental imagery.

Feltz, D.L. & Landers, D.M. (1983). “The effects of mental practice on motor skill 
learning performance: A meta-analysis.” Journal of Sport Psychology, 4, 379-387. 

Suinn, R.M. “Behavioral rehearsal training for ski racers,” Behavior Therapy, 3, 519.

Lisa Franseen received her Ph.D. degree from 
the University of Montana and is a sport 

psychology consultant in Denver, Colorado. 
She has provided applied mental skills training 

to Olympic Archers during training camps, 
national and international competitions and the 

1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta. Lisa also 
teaches sport psychology for Level 3 and 4 
Archery Coaching Certification Courses. 

While working with the United States Olympic 
Committee, she specialized in the development 

of mental skills programs and performance 



enhancement with elite individual athletes and 
teams which included the U.S. Archery, 

Swimming, Judo and Taekwondo resident 
teams.



COMPOUND TECH 200 

Tiller Tuning

by Perry Ratcliff

The purpose of tiller tuning is to balance the load on the bow hand to make it easier for an archer to 
hold steady on the target and to prevent the bow from tilting up or down on release of the arrow. 
Tiller tuning methods described elsewhere require an archer of exceptional abilities to produce 
consistently good results. The following tiller tuning procedure should be useful to a much larger 
segment of archers.

My tiller tuning procedure is a simple two-step process. In the first step, you adjust the tiller to where 
you can best aim the bow. In the second step, you fine tune the tiller to where the bow is most 
forgiving.

Adjust tiller for optimal aiming.

Step 1 - Tune for Aiming
Tiller tuning for aiming aids in compensating for mismatches in the angle of the grip versus the 
natural angle of your bow hand. Shoot as many shots as necessary to determine whether the bow is 
pulling you down below the spot or the bow is drawing you up above the spot. Drawing “on the spot” 
will help you best determine what direction the bow is pulling you. If the bow is pulling you down 
below the spot, decrease the weight on the bottom limb or increase the weight on the top limb. If the 
bow is drawing you above the spot, increase the weight on the bottom limb or decrease the weight on 
the top limb.

During this part of the tuning process it is not important that you continue readjusting the nocking 
point for good arrow flight. You are only interested in getting the bow to hold solid on the spot with 
the least amount of effort. After each adjustment to your tiller, continue shooting the bow to see how 



well the bow aims for you and adjust the tiller as described above until the bow consistently holds 
steady on the spot while at anchor.

When you have the bow aiming well, readjust the nocking point (and peep sight height) to obtain 
proper arrow flight. You may want to paper tune again at this point to verify that the changes in tiller 
do not result in a different ideal nocking point height.

There are several other factors that affect aiming stability. If after following the instructions above 
you still have trouble holding steady on the spot, you should look into other possible contributors. If 
your grip is poorly matched to the natural angle of your bow hand, this could contribute to poor 
aiming or it could be the balance of your stabilizers. Having either too much or too little front weight 
on your stabilizer can cause problems aiming. Poor wheel timing can also make it difficult to hold 
steady on the spot.

Step 2- Tune for Grouping
Now that you have the bow adjusted for stable aiming, you can begin tuning for best grouping. For 
this part of the tuning process, it is necessary to evaluate how well you execute each shot. If your 
bow is tuned properly, all of your ‘good’ shots are going to group together with your less than perfect 
shots drifting both slightly high and low of center.

What you need to do now is identify what happens to your arrows when you shoot an arrow that has 
been aimed well, but execution was flawed. I’m referring to minor form breaks that most of us 
experience on an all-too-regular basis, not major breakdowns. Disregard all shots that are not well 
aimed. If tiller is not yet adjusted properly, your questionable shots will tend to go consistently high 
or consistently low. These high or low shots are what you will be looking for when fine tuning your 
tiller. If your tiller is adjusted correctly, some of your poorly executed shots will drift a little high and 
some will drift a little low.

If your poorly executed shots consistently go out the top of the spot (as shown in Figure 1), increase 
weight on the bottom limb or decrease weight on your top limb. If your poorly executed shots 
consistently go out the bottom of the spot (as shown in Figure 2), decrease weight on your bottom 
limb or increase weight on your top limb. This fine tuning process will take more than two or three 
ends to complete because you are making adjustments based on where your poorly executed (but well 
aimed) shots are going. During this fine tuning process, make adjustments on only one limb and 
never make adjustments of more than plus or minus 1/2 turn from your initial setting of step one. I 
generally make my fine tuning adjustments in 1/16th turn increments.

Unlike most tiller tuning methods, this procedure works well at even short distances. I generally 
perform my tiller tuning at 20 yards. At 20 yards, I try to determine whether my poorly executed (but 
well aimed) shots consistently drift high of the spot or low of the spot and adjust accordingly.



   

Figure 1. Increase weight on the 
bottom limb or decrease weight on 
the top limb. 

Figure 2. Decrease weight on the 
bottom limb or increase weight on 
the top limb. 

Figure 3. Desired tuning group. 

Figure 3 shows a pattern associated with good tiller tuning. The arrows group well in the center of the 
spot, with small variations both high and low of the group. Using these techniques to fine tune tiller 
should result in a bow that is much more forgiving of minor form breaks. 

Good shooting! 



RECURVE TECH 200 

Setting Up Your Recurve Bow

by Jackson Fear

I have been shooting PSE recurves for the past couple of years, so the tuning process that follows is 
designed mainly around the PSE Universal, but can be adapted to any recurve.

File down sharp edges.

INITIAL SETUP
As with most new limbs, the string grooves have slightly sharp edges. Judicious filing with a small 
diameter rat-tail file, then re-coating with a polyurethane varnish, will extend the life of the string 
greatly. If done properly, you will end up throwing the string away, before the end servings require re-
serving.

Although the bows are set up in the factory, it is wise to double check everything for straightness. 
The bow needs to be strung, and checked for straightness in two planes:

1. The bow needs to be adjusted so that the string appears to lie down the center of both limbs and 
down the center of the riser.
2. As a double check ensure that the string lies down the center of the long stabilizer.

I have found that the best aid to setting up these bows is the Beiter limb gauges. These are clip on 
plastic gauges that automatically register the center of the limb.



Figure 1. Align the string 
down the center of the 

limb gauges.

To align the bow, first prop the bow up, and standing about 3 to 5 feet behind it, look down the string 
and make sure that it lines up with both Beiter limb gauges and the screw holes on the back of the 
riser, as in Figure 1.

If the top or bottom is out, loosen one of the allen keys on one side of the limb pockets (Figure 2) and 
tighten the other side, try 1/2 a turn. This will move the pocket slightly. If the bow does not appear to 
be aligned, you will have the top squared up and the bottom will be out.

If the string is sitting to the left of the center screws on the bottom, tighten the left hand screw on the 
limb pocket. This should bring it across to the right. If the string is sitting to the right, tighten the 
right hand screw. The same rule applies for left and right handed archers (the rules are not opposite). 
All adjustments can be made while the bow is strung.



Figure 2. Turn allen keys to 
adjust limb pockets left and 

right.

It is also important to get the string aligned down the center of the stabilizer rod. Once the bow is 
straight, line up the string again with the center of the riser and see where the stabilizer is. Most of 
the modern stabilizer rods are straight, and I have found that having the string sitting in the middle of 
the stabilizer rod is best for performance and for good feel of the bow. If the stabilizer is not sitting in 
the middle of the rod, it is easily fixed. If the string is sitting to the left of the stabilizer rod, tighten 
both the top and bottom screw on the right-hand side. Tighten them exactly the same amount, about 
1/8th of a turn and it will move the string to the right. This will hopefully be enough to get the string 
sitting in the middle of the rod. Once you have everything right, check it all after about 200 shots to 
see that it has all settled in properly. This all sounds a bit complicated and somewhat frustrating, but 
persevere to achieve total alignment. It will improve your shooting in the end.

BRACE HEIGHT AND TILLER
I shoot a 68-inch bow and find that the best brace height is 9 inches or above. I have experimented 
with different brace heights, but always come back to 9 inches.

Although the PSE holes for the plunger button are supposed to be in the exact middle of the bow and 
the tiller should theoretically be zero, I have found that the bow shoots better with a bit of tiller, 3/16 
inch works well for me. I have tried it at a zero tiller, but am finding that I get tighter grouping with 
3/16 inch tiller.

TUNING
As a starting point, I use the traditional method. Arrow out past center. Shoot blanks at 30 meters. 
Get the blank to group with the fletched. Double check that the sight pin is over the arrow. Adjust 
everything for tightest groups (button tension, center shot, tiller, brace height, nocking point).



  

Figure 3 Figure 4

To adjust the tiller and poundage, undo the back bolt 
(left) and unwind or wind the front bolt (right) 

accordingly. 

POUNDAGE ADJUSTMENT
The poundage adjustment on the Universal is very simple. All you do is undo the bolt in Figure 3, 
then either unwind the front bolt for less poundage or windup the front bolt to increase poundage 
(Figure 4). You can do this while the bow is strung. Don’t forget to re-tighten the locking screws so 
that the poundage doesn’t start moving on you. You can get a difference of up to 10 pounds of weight 
with the PSE Universal. I use 47 pounds, I have had the bow down to 40 pounds and up to 50 
pounds.

Elastoplast covered grip. 



OVERALL COMMENTS
Look for a shooting system that doesn’t jar when being shot. A smooth shooting system ends up 
being quiet, accurate and less tiresome on the body.

Invest in “Elastoplast” (shown in picture right) type sticky bandage or tennis handle chamois tape, for 
the grip. The hand tends to slide on the grip, more or less, depending on the weather. Living in 
Australia, in the southern hemisphere, then competing in the northern hemisphere (in the opposite 
season), plays havoc with the grip. An absorbent grip minimizes the slipping effect. Remember that 
the 2000 Olympics will be in September, which is Australia’s spring season.

Look for a low mass sight. I currently use the Shibuya all carbon sight. In my opinion, it is better to 
shoot a low mass handle/sight combination and more stabilizer weights set far from the bow, than to 
shoot a high mass handle/sight combination, using less stabilizer weights set far from the riser. 

Good Luck! 

Jackson Fear shoots for Austrailia’s National 
Team and represented them in the 1996 

Olympics in Atlanta. In addition, Jackson 
finished first place in the 1996 Junior World 
Championships and set a new 70 meter world 

record of 345 this year.



NAA NEWS 

A Two-Year Experiment ... 
Elimination of the Inner 10-Ring by FITA

by Bill Kellick

In August, the FITA Congress passed a decision to eliminate the inner 10-ring scoring for all compound bow competitions. The three disciplines of 
Field Archery, Outdoor Target Archery and Indoor Target Archery will be affected (or unaffected) in the following manners:

●     Field Archery - Compound Division is scoring the full-size five-ring. 
●     Outdoor Target Archery - Compound Division is scoring the full-size ten-ring, for a test period of two years. In 1999, Congress will consider 

the experiences from the test period. (Based on a question from the floor of Congress, a statement was made confirming that new world 
records will be recorded.) 

●     Indoor Target Archery - No changes regarding the inner-ten scoring for Compound Division. 

The change becomes effective January 1, 1998 and will be implemented for a two-year trial basis. The decision is being met with mixed opinions on 
what this will mean to the various levels of archery.

YOUTH COMPETITIONS
At the first level are the younger archers who are just learning the sport. “It will be a lot easier for kids who are just starting out,” said Jackie Fiala, 
National Coordinator of the NAA’s Junior Olympic Archery Development Program. “They won’t be frustrated at trying to hit the inner 10-ring in 
order to score a 10.” Cindy Bevilacqua, 1996 NAA Developmental Coach of the Year, agrees. “It will give the junior kids (who shoot compound) a 
more positive attitude,” said Bevilacqua. “They will have a better peace of mind toward the target and feel equal to their peers.” Fiala also sees some 
necessary changes being made to the JOAD program. “It will mean changing some qualification scores for JOAD rankings,” she said. “In some 
JOAD activities we combine the two disciplines, but that is now out of the question because compounds have a definite advantage. But in normal 
competition, I don’t see a problem because compounds and recurves don’t shoot against each other.”

ADULT COMPETITIONS
Although the 10-ring issue is viewed as a clear advantage to the younger archers, it becomes more uncertain when the discussion turns to the effects 
on adult competitions in which the more experienced athletes compete. “It’s good for children because they have enough pressure to hit the middle,” 
says Tricia Johnson, a nationally-ranked compound shooter and director of Hall’s Arrow JOAD in Manchester, Connecticut. “But I don’t think it’s 
good for adult competition. The inner 10-ring was something that kept compound shooters motivated. It made them concentrate harder.” “I don’t 
think it’s healthy for the sport to have two separate divisions shooting the same rounds,” said Don Rabska, Chairman of the FITA Technical 
Committee. “You don’t see that in other sports, especially shooting sports. In order to have harmony, each division should have its own rounds.” 
Rabska is also concerned of the inevitable comparisons that will be made between compound and recurve scores. “They are forcing the two to shoot 
together and it will create conflict because of the comparisons,” he said. “I only see problems from that because compound is a more accurate bow, 
especially with the release aid.” Bob Green, NAA Level 4 National Coach, sees it a different way. “To me it doesn’t make a difference,” says Green. 
“It will create higher scores which is fine. Compounds are competing on an equal basis with each other.” Dee Wilde, 1997 Indoor and Outdoor 
World Compound Champion, has his own perspective. “I don’t think it’s a good move, but I’ll go along with whatever allows me to participate,” said 
Wilde. “In my opinion, when you enlarge the 10-ring you make the top shooters better, but you hurt the average shooter.”

TIE-BREAKING PROCEDURES*
With a larger 10-ring area in which to score, another area of concern is the amount of ties that will occur in compound competitions. This issue is 
also being met with mixed reaction. “Adults will have a lot more ties (in competitions), but the recording of the inner-10’s as tie-breakers will be 
more exciting,” said Bevilacqua. “It will become more of a competition of the inner-self. I think it’s a positive, but time will tell.” Green concurred 
with Bevilacqua, stating, “It’s good for the sport (more ties) because it will generate more shoot-offs which are fun and exciting to watch. The 
original idea of the inner 10-ring wasn’t an equitable situation. This should make it more fun for spectators.” “Among the top national and 
international competitors there will be way too many ties,” added Johnson. Rabska agreed, stating, “Compounders need something more accurate 
because there will be a whole bunch of ties.”



HIGHER SCORING
With the inner 10-ring change, the scores will inevitably become higher in compound competitions. This topic is likely to be one of the most 
discussed in the coming months. “There will be higher scores shot, but individuals have to remember they are competing against themselves,” said 
Bevilacqua. “Every time you enlarge the 10-ring you decrease the opportunity to miss,” added Wilde, who points out that in the semi-finals of the 
1997 U.S. Open in Canton, Michigan, he defeated Australia’s Clint Freeman, 113-110. Had the larger 10-ring been in effect, Freeman would have 
beaten Wilde by one arrow. “I didn’t out-shoot him, I out-caught him,” said Wilde. “You will see 1400 scores pop up real quick,” added Wilde. “At 
30 meters you will no longer be able to make up ground, unlike with the small 10-ring where you can make up ground on anybody.” Rabska shared 
those sentiments of Wilde’s, stating, “They (compound shooters) will clean (shoot a perfect score at) the distance of 30 meters the first time out, and 
will clean the 50 and 70 meter distances in a matter of months,” he said. “A 1400 score is inevitable.”

PARTICIPATION
Will this change in scoring for compound shooters create an influx of new archers? Again, the jury is still out. “You might see an additional 
participation from the average archer who can now consistently hit the 10-ring,” said Green. “I don’t see a downside. I think it’s wonderful. I’m glad 
they did it.” “If the idea is to gain more archers to the sport, I don’t think that will happen,” said Johnson. “The people who want to shoot will shoot 
no matter what.”

IN CLOSING
Good or bad, there is bound to be much discussion regarding the inner 10-ring in the next two years, but we should not forget the big picture. As 
Cindy Bevilacqua puts it, “Although there is a separate identity between compound and recurve shooters, we are all still one for the sport of archery.”

* FITA Congress approved Motion 6a, 6b and 6c confirming the use of the inner-ring for tie breaking as follows: a) The Inner-10 will 
be used as an X-ring. This ring will be used to break non-critical ties (for ranking) and New World Records when the score is a perfect 
score. The scoring method will be the traditional method. b) The same apply for the Olympic Division. (This is specified in the motion 
because it is based on previous motion, TAC Motion 5: “Compound will score the same way as recurve.” #5 was replaced by a 
compromise motion in which the concept of conducting a 2-year test eliminating the inner-10-ring scoring for the Compound Division 
for Outdoor Target and Field Rounds, but not affecting the Indoor Round scoring). c) As for deciding ties, change all references to hits, 
10s and 9s into hits, 10s and X-rings. NOTE: In the Field Round, the inner 10-ring is actually an inner 5-ring. The tie-breaking 
procedure applies to the Field Round but does not apply to the Indoor Round, since the Indoor target face and round were not changed 
by the FITA Congress. 

NAA STATE ARCHERY ASSOCIATIONS 

State President Address Phone 
Number

NORTH
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
Nebraska
Ohio
Wisconsin
*Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota
and South Dakota associations 

 
Stan Goldys
Brian Sheffler
Jim Mellinger
Jim Atkinson
Richard Cockrell
Steve Bunck
Larry Michael
Ann Bakken

 
4004 S. California, Chicago, IL 60632
5638 Portsmouth Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46442
1929 5. Spruce, Wichita, KS 67211
P.O. Box 233, Mason, MI 48854
957 Demont Ave. E., Maplewood, MN 55109
1424 Nye Ave., Freemont, NE 68025
4890 Lithopolis Winchester Rd., Canal Winchester, OH 43110
807 E. Main St., Mt. Horeb, WI 53572-2024

 
312-847-4381
317-244-7585
316-262-8922
517-676-5746
612-486-3888
402-721-5480
614-837-5331
608-924-3119



are pending.

SOUTH
Florida
Georgia
Louisiana
North Carolina
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Texas
*Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, 
Mississippi and Tennessee 
associations are pending. 

 
William Bishop
David Aven
John Kellis
Shane Parker
John P. Sopher
Alan Spears
Tom Parrish

 
307 S. 8th Ave., Wauchula, FL 33873-3115
295 Old Farm Rd., Fayetteville, GA 30214
3609 Lake Lynn Dr., Gretna, LA 70056
1410 Jimmy Ed Rd., Hurdle Mills, NC 27541
6445 N. College Ave., Oklahoma City, OK 73132
1421 Reidville Rd. #C5, Spartanburg, SC 29306
4017 Victory Dr. #134, Austin, TX 78704

 
941-773-6985
770-460-0513
504-394-2914
919-732-3322
405-525-0190
864-587-2944
512-443-7483

EAST
Connecticut
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Virginia
*Delaware, Vermont, West Virginia
and Washington D.C. associations 
are pending

 
Tricia Johnson
Kurt Carter
Ted Light
Jim Maiellano
Marcia Wyman
Robert Montgomery
Ken Kling
Gene Prokop
James Dean
Gerald Taylor 

 
Box 234 Route 197, Woodstock, CT 06281
Rt. 9 Box 1022, Alexander, ME 04694
1107 Greenway Rd., Cockeysville, MD 21030
477 West St., Duxbury, MA 02332
109 School St., Concord, NH 03301
504 Delaware Ave., Palmyra, NJ 08065
5585 Broadway, Lancaster, NY 14086-2307
35 Belmar Rd., Hatboro, PA 19040
149 Poplar Dr., Cranson, RI 02920
5727 Cedar Walk #203. Centreville, VA 22020-4543

 
860-646-0443
207-454-3055
410-252-8298
508-866-3097
603-224-5768
609-786-1519
716-683-3508
215-443-9856
401-737-8193
703-968-5768

WEST
Arizona
California
Colorado
Hawaii
Idaho
Nevada
New Mexico
Oregon
Utah
Washington
Wyoming
*Alaska and Montana associations 
are pending.

 
Terry LaBeau
Brooks Matsuda
John Tidwell
Larry Paglinawan
Dee Wilde
James Dunn
Bill Grant
Stanford Robinson
Randi Smith
Ray Wilson
Larry Baker

 
3500 W. Peterson Place, Tucson, AZ 85741
6630 Flamingo Way, Sacramento, CA 95828-3211
3350 5. Knox Court, Englewood, CO 80110
2924 Kaimuki Ave., Honolulu, HI 96816-1315
930 Berryman, Pocatello, ID 83202
7201 Utopia Way, Las Vegas, NV 89130
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SPECIAL FEATURE

XXXIX World Archery Championships

CONGRATULATIONS RECURVE WORLD 
CHAMPIONS!!

Victoria, BC, Canada

Womens Recurve 

Du-Ri Kim (KOR)

World Champion Du-Ri Kim scores 164, 164, 164, 109, 
106, and 105 (gold medal match). As you can see in the 
pictures above, upon release of the string, her form does 

not change.

Cornelia Pfohl of Germany, 
smiling after winning her 

silver medal.

Jo-Sun Kim of Korea captured 
the bronze medal with excellent 

form.



“I love this sport!” 

Christophe Peignois of Belgium, 
winning the silver medal.

The womens Japanese team 
after they upset the German 

team.

The Ukraine women enjoying 
themselves at the BBQ.

Jim and Phylis Easton at 
one of their few relaxing 

moments.

Natalia Valeeva in her new 
Italian uniform.

Mens Recurve

Kyung-Ho Kim (KOR)



Kyung-Ho Kim won the gold medal with some strong 
consistent shooting finishing 4th in the FITA round 

with a 1325 and his elimination scores were 165, 165, 
169, 110, 112, 108 (gold medal match). His 

concentration and execution is the typical Korean 
method.

Justin Huish, 1996 Olympic 
Gold Medalist finished 8th 

losing to Yong-Ho Jang 115 
to 110.

The Olympic Gold Medalist 
mens team from the U.S. walks 

to the target in shock and 
disbelief after losing their first 
round match against Norway 

with a score of 240 to the 
U.S.’s 237.



Geena Davis “I better get 
some videos of these 

archers to study before I get 
on the Letterman show!”

Sebastien Flute of France, the 
1992 Olympic Gold Medalist 

finished tied for 11th.

One of the most exciting 
matches in the beginning of 

the elimination rounds. 
Christophe Peignois beat Rod 

White 171 to 170.

Mens Compound

Dee Wilde (USA)



Dee Wilde of the United 
States, waving to the crowd 

after winning the gold 
medal, became the second 
person to win back-to-back 
World Indoor and Outdoor 

Championships (Natalia 
Valeeva of Moldova, and 
now Italy, was the first). 

Wilde’s 1302 FITA round 
landed him 6th during the 
elimination rounds where 

he shot 165, 166, 165, 109, 
109, 109 (gold medal 
match). Exceptionally 

consistent. 

Petra Erickson maintaining her follow 
through despite the wind.

Terry Ragsdale of the United 
States captured the silver medal.



The Spanish archers supporting their 
teammates during the elimination rounds.

Clint 
Freeman 

of 
Australia, 
a world 
record 

holder of 
the FITA 
(1348), 
won the 
bronze 
medal. 

Womens Compound

Fabiola Palazzini (ITA)

Fabiola Palazinni of Italy talks 
to the head compound coach 
during her finals match. 
Fabiola shot a 1274 on the 
FITA and 164, 155, 108, 106 
and 104 (gold medal match) 
during the elimination rounds.



The Swedish team showing off their new National team sponsor 
Ray-Ban!

 

The Canadian team took the bronze 
medal.

The Hungarian team 
clinching the World 
Team Title!! 



RECURVE TECH 300

Critical Analysis of Finger Tabs

by Juan Carlos Holgado

When we started in archery, the finger tab was very difficult to manipulate and frustrating to hold 
between the fingers and string while trying to keep the arrow from falling off the rest. However, most 

days we give thanks to the existence of such a marvelous invention, but we seldom give much 
thought to the real importance of that “piece of skin” that protects our fingers and helps execute a 

fine release. 

The finger tab should be made of a resistant material. At the same time it should fit to the form of the 
fingers and protect them from contact and pressure of the string, but without eliminating the feeling 
or sensations from the pressure of the string on the fingers. It should diminish, but never isolate the 
sensation of the string. We should have to feel the string. Where is that fine balance between feeling 
and protection? Like always, it’s a matter of personal choice. However, the human body is smart, and 
if we listen to our fingers, they will tell us if we have too little or too much protection. When an 
archer finishes training for the day, they shouldn’t feel pain, although at the beginning of the practice 
session, it may hurt sometimes, especially if it is cold. If it hurts after shooting some 25 or 30 arrows, 
there is probably too little protection. If it hurts after shooting 160 arrows, then you should increase 
the protection of the finger tip slightly or you have over-trained. Whatever the case may be, you must 
realize that fingers are fragile and resilient at the same time. They adapt to the differences of pressure 
and close contact during training; it is important to recognize the difference between a little soreness 
and pain. A little soreness is all right. Eventually the fingers will become tough. However, if there is 
pain, and that pain does not go away for a long period, you need to add more leather to your tab. 
With low temperature, the fingers generally always hurt during the first few shots. It is necessary to 
warm them up before competition starts. Although a little painful in the beginning, this pain goes 
away after three to eight shots. Hand warmers are a good idea (charcoal or chemical), and definitely 
some good gloves between ends is quite beneficial.



THE FINGER TAB MATERIAL
The Principal Piece
The best material up to now is the skin of the haunch of a pony. Which with a special treatment, 
which is very toxic, is converted into the famous Cordovan. Many archers search far and wide for 
this material. However, other types of leather from several animals, or different types of treatment 
upon hardening them also give good results.

What is the important characteristics of leather for a tab?
a) That it doesn’t stretch out longitudinally. The tab shouldn’t lengthen while shooting. This means 
that the tab would get longer and longer and narrower and narrower as you shoot, you would have to 
replace it after several days of training.

b) There should be a special treatment of oils applied to the leather, which the manufacturer provides, 
in order to keep the moisture out when it rains or you are in a very humid area. If not, you lose the 
characteristics of the flexibility, and it distorts from its original form. This has been proven based on 
many shootings.

c) The tab should cover the fingers with an open hand and the finger tab in the correct position in the 
hand. (Drawing 1)

b) The tab should not be wider than the hand and the fingers of the hand, in order to avoid scraping 
the face or having the leather irritate the face when releasing. (Drawing 1)



Drawing 1: Tab positioning and length.

The tab could be made of one piece of leather or two. Generally, three layers is too much. You may 
lose the direct sensation of releasing the string. If you use just one piece of leather, it should be of a 
very good thick material, while using a soft covering of fine felt between your fingers and the leather. 
If you use two layers of leather, the thickest one should be in contact with the string and the finest in 
the posterior part, in direct contact with the fingers. When using two layers of leather there is no use 
for the protective felt, although if you need it in order to feel more comfortable, then it is 
recommended to locate a very fine felt.

Base of the Finger Tab
This part of the leather will be fixed to a base more or less rigid, that keeps the tab in a stable form. 
For the past 15 to 20 years bases, metallic or plastic, were attached to the tab. The hand and fingers 
had to adopt a linear position, perfect for correct hand positioning on the string. Sometimes however, 
this can be very uncomfortable for the archer. Any annoyance (uncomfortable feeling) finishes with a 
strange and tense release and tension can also accumulate along the wrist and fingers.

Now that we have established the basic fundamentals of the finger tab, the leather and the base, I will 
continue with the accessories of the finger tab:

ACCESSORIES OF THE TAB
Attachment to the Finger
The best attachment is one that feels comfortable, which is very personal - elastic ribbons (two or 
three), a thin strip of leather, a small chain, a cord, etc. It doesn’t really matter, the important thing is 
that the finger tab is positioned at the same place in the hand each time and is comfortable. When 
anchored, and as you come through the clicker, the finger tab shouldn’t move or slip from the 
original position.



Drawing 2: Finger Separator.

Finger Separator
The finger separator is the piece that is placed between the top finger and middle finger, in order to 
avoid arrow pinch, where the arrow comes off the rest. I recommend that you correct the problem of 
pulling the string with the fingers in order to come through the clicker and avoid the mistake of 
pinching the arrow off the rest (in Spain we call this ‘pinzar’). It is better to make a special piece to 
separate the fingers and put it on the finger tab. However, deciding on a separator depends on the 
circumstances and anatomical characteristics of each archer. The separator should not be too thick, or 
too long as to avoid it hitting the chin or neck upon release. Also it may cause the fingers to be in an 
incorrect position, restricting the bend of the fingers totally (Drawing 2).

Platforms
Platforms are used mainly to solidify the anchor. Personally I am contrary to all kinds of platforms. I 
dislike them since they are more detrimental than helpful.

Problems associated with platform tabs:

●     A platform makes the tab bulkier, which can be uncomfortable to anchor, and upon release the 
platform sometimes hits the neck. 

●     A platform eliminates the sensitivity or tactile feeling between the hand and jaw bone. The 
platform becomes the contact point for the jaw bone, thus the hand loses the precision of 

positioning an exact anchor. 

I’m not saying it’s impossible to shoot well with platforms. There are a lot of very good archers, who 
use different sizes and different models. However, I advise you to try to shoot without the platform 
tab, to have direct contact with your jaw and hand, which is more exact, easy and consistent.

For archers who are concerned they will not be able to develop a good anchor without a platform and 



who use a platform in order to feel more secure, I assure you that the anchor is not the feeling of the 
surface of the hand to our face, rather the feel of the string on the chin, mouth and nose. It is the 
feeling of physical contact with the major part of the index finger below the chin and the thumb to 
the neck. Having these points as references is much more beneficial.

Top Archers’ Comments on their Tabs

BISIANI (Ita) “I locate the index finger in the 
platform and I make sure the positioning of 
my finger is always in the same place, but I 
don't anchor too deeply with the metal into the 
neck”

VERMEIEREN (Belg) “I have had many 
problems with my anchor since I have a 
strange face, Ja! So that I changed my finger 
tab to another with a platform in order to 
support the fat index finger of mine and 
elevate the finger so that I shorten the gap that 
is between my chin and neck.”

VALEEVA (Mold) “I clipped and I filed my 
platform so that it doesn’t rub the chin and 
neck. I don't remove it because it gives me 
security in the position of the index finger.”

ARZANIKOVA (Hol) “I have been shooting 
many years and since the start of my archery 
career I begin to use the platform because it 
was required in the Russian school. I need to 
feel the close contact in the neck. That is why 
my platform is made of plastic. It is too late 
for me to change since I have been shooting 
so long.”



Juan Carlos was a 1992 Olympic Team Gold 
Medalist. 

He is now the coach of the Spanish National 
Team. 
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COMPOUND TECH 300 

Wheel Timing: Why and How

by Larry Wise

Setting the draw length and the timing of the eccentrics wheels or cams are the two most 
important adjustments that need to be made on a compound bow. Draw length will be the topic 

of a future article while wheel timing is the focus of this one. 

Most of you know that the limbs supply the muscle of the compound bow, while the wheels 
determine how much energy is stored in those limbs and how it gets transferred to the arrow via the 
string. If the wheels are not working together, then the energy is not going to be transferred in a 
coordinated manner and, logic would tell you, you must take steps to correct this situation in order to 
hit whatever you aim at.

Following are the steps you need to attain optimum wheel timing or synchronization. When you 
follow this procedure you will be allowing the bow to tell you when its wheels are “in time,” so don’t 
approach “the steps” with any preconceived ideas as to how the wheels should be adjusted to achieve 
proper timing. Relax and follow the steps that follow.

BACKGROUND
Wheel timing is controlled by changing the lengths of the power cables. When timing is not 
synchronized the cables are different lengths and need to be made the same. That can be done by 
adding twists to fiber cables or slipping wire cables through the wheel. Some cable systems have 
adjustment features on their yokes, some on their cable ends and some, like Golden Eagle, have an 
adjustment device on the wheel. Many are easy to adjust without a bow press while others require 
one.



Each bow that is built has a unique pair of limbs even though all bow manufacturers bend test their 
limbs and match pairs for each bow. No two limbs will bend the same amount or at the same places 
along the length of the limbs so the limb and wheel system must be adjusted to act as one coordinated 
unit. Read the steps several times before you start working through them and above all, be thorough.

STEP ONE
The best place to begin is with the timing set so that it looks equal for both wheels. That is, both 
wheels should appear to be rolling the same amount as the bow is drawn. From that setting you must 
find the timing that actually shoots the best. Yes, we’re actually going to shoot test as we go through 
the steps. The proof of the pudding is always in the eating and in archery that means the groups in the 
target.

Figure 1. 
Adust 
cable 
until both 
wheels 
are 
positioned 
the same 
with 
respect to 
their 
limbs.

Change the length of one cable until both wheels are positioned the same with respect to their limbs 
(Figure 1). Sometimes a screw or other marking on the wheel will appear near the bow limb, making 
it easy to tell if both wheels look the same. Another good way of checking timing is to measure the 
distance between the bow string and the ‘nose’ of the cam. This distance should be the same for each 
wheel as shown in Figure 2. If it isn’t, change the length of one cable until they are.

Fiber cables can be twisted to get different lengths while wire cables need to be adjusted by some 
other means. Use the adjustable yoke buttons or timing adjustment spools on the wheel to make small 
changes in cable length until both wheels appear to be ‘in time’. Accuracy in this step helps speed the 
total process.



Figure 2. 
The 
distance 
should be 
the same 
for top 
and 
bottom 
wheels.

STEP TWO
Now it’s time to shoot test to find what timing performs the best. If both wheels ‘look’ in time then 
you’re close to what shoots the best. Shoot test from 20, 30 or 40 yards wherever you’re comfortable 
and have reasonably good skill level. I prefer 70 meters but I also shoot all year round. After shooting 
several sighting arrows, shoot two groups of four arrows and record the results.

STEP THREE
Now add one twist to the fiber cable that is hooked to the back of the top wheel. For other cable 
types, increase the draw length of the top wheel by shortening the top cable 1/32 of an inch by 
whatever means available. Shoot two more groups of four arrows and record the results. Usually the 
arrows will impact the target slightly higher when the top wheel has its cable shortened (Remember, 
this makes this wheel have a slightly longer draw length). Note if the bow shoots better or worse and 
if it aims better or worse.

STEP FOUR
Repeat step 3 by making the same adjustment again. This will increase the top wheel draw length a 
pinch more. Shoot test again (the arrows will impact even higher now) noting the grouping and 
aiming results.

STEP FIVE
Undo the adjustments or twists on the top wheel cable returning it to its starting position and make 
the step 3 adjustment to the bottom wheel cable. Shoot two groups of four arrows again from the 
same distance expecting to hit lower on the target. Are the groups better or worse? Did the bow aim 
better? Did it sound better?

STEP SIX
Make the same adjustment as in step 5 again. This will increase the draw length of the bottom wheel 
even more. Note the results.

One of the five timing settings you have now tested should give tighter groups and aim better than 
the others. These steps allow the bow to tell you when its wheels are in time. Remember, each pair of 
limbs is different and must be tuned with the wheel timing that allows the whole system to shoot its 



best.

LAST STEP
Reset the timing to whichever setting shot and aimed the best. This should not be more than two 
twists away from the original setting if your limbs are closely matched. If you want to try one or two 
more twists in either direction, do so since you have nothing to lose except a little time. You can 
always reset the timing to its original setting since you’ve been keeping notes on what you’ve done.

Several cautions: New cables may play games on you for a short time and you will have to repeat 
the tuning process after the bow has been shot several hundred times. Also, no two bows will tune 
with the same settings; each pair of limbs has its own unique characteristics. What is always the same 
is the set of steps used to find the optimum timing setting.

Timing is critical with any shape wheel but most important with big cams. A very small adjustment 
can make a big difference in how your arrows group. Nothing else we do in bow tuning can 
compensate for bad wheel timing, so get it right first using this simple method, then go on to other 
tuning stages.

Shoot straight, keep well. 



SPECIAL FEATURE 

52nd National Field Archery Association National Field 
Championships

by Rick McKinney

362 archers converged on Darrington, Washington during the week of July 21st - 25th to compete in 
the 52nd National Field Archery Association’s National Field Championships. One of the more 
scenic areas, the town of Darrington opened up their hearts and homes to the archers. Many homes 
were rented out to archers in order to stay close to the archery ranges. All facets of the sport were 
represented from traditional, Olympic, hunting and unlimited. Ages from 10 to over 65 were 
enjoying the field courses as well as the beautiful sunshine. Only one day had rain (drizzle) while the 
rest were warm and sunny.

NFAA President Chuck Crowell congratulates Anna Maria 
Stratton on shooting a perfect round! 

There were many exciting happenings at this tournament. Babe Bitzenburger was a guest of the event 
and the tournament was dedicated to her for her accomplishments and dedication to the sport. She is 
93 years old and won the first four NFAA national titles back in 1946-49.

One of the first physically challenged field courses was officially opened during the opening 
ceremonies. This course is laid out in a way that wheelchair archers can work their way around and 
enjoy a part of the sport that many people have enjoyed for years. The course was sponsored by 
Easton and Sure Loc Sights. A warm thank you to both companies.



A young lady by the name of Anna Maria Stratton shot the first perfect 560 hunter’s round in the 
female cub division during this tournament. This marks only the third time that a perfect score has 
been shot during the hunter round. Jesse Broadwater, a male cub, and Terry Ragsdale, a pro shooter 
both shot their perfect rounds in 1995. Congratulations to Anna Maria Stratton!

There were five field courses used at the Championships and if I had to choose which was more 
beautiful I would be forced to say that all of them were not only beautiful but a lot of fun. Each 
course presented different challenges and excitement. The camaraderie and friendship bestowed on 
all archers was fun to be a part of. I highly recommend going to next year’s Nationals if you want to 
go and meet all types of archers who love archery just as much as you

Since there are so many divisions I recommend you contact the NFAA for the results if you are 
interested in them, or you could go on-line to the Internet and look up the NFAA web page at: 
http://www.nfaa-archery.org/nfaa.html where they list all of the results with the total scores of the 
archers. A quick recap of the Pro Division:

A slight right to left slant, knock a yard 
off of the distance, a bubble over ... 

that’s the NFAA game.

1. Russ Weatherbee of California won with a total score of 2778
2. Terry Ragsdale of Arizona was second with a 2772
3. Joe Kapp of Indiana took third with a 2767 
1. Michelle Ragsdale of Arizona won the women’s division with a 2729
2. Becky Pearson of Arizona was second with a 2723
3. Charleen Low of California was third with a 2700 

A special thanks to the volunteers and the two hosting clubs of Darrington Archers and Skookum 
Archers who made the event run smooth, efficient and with quality. We cannot forget the President 
of the NFAA, Chuck Crowell, the Vice-President, Walter Rueger, and the Executive Secretary, 
Marihelen Rogers, who gave every effort to make the archers feel welcome and at home. See you 

http://www.nfaa-archery.org/nfaa.html


next year in Detroit Lakes, Minnesota, July 27 - 31 for the 1998 NFAA National Field 
Championships. Mark those calendars early!

Marihelen Rogers, 
Executive Secretary of 

the NFAA.

 Everyone has to leave an 
arrow at the Nationals!

Inga and Charleen Lowe getting 
ready at the practice range.

For information about the IFAA, contact one of the following 
representatives nearest you.

Ken Rogers 
(President)
283 Carlson Drive
Midway Park, NC 
28544

F.J.L. Loet Smit 
(Secretary)
P.O. Box 10211
Vorna Valley, 
Midrand, 1686
Republic of South 
Africa

Tim Stone 
(Treasurer)
14 Doon Street
Kallangur 4503
Queensland, 
Australia



TORNAMENT COVERAGE 

Cabela’s / Chevy Suburban-Tahoe Championship 

1997 ASA Pro/Am World Championship ‘Classic’

IBO World Championships

Cabela’s / Chevy Suburban-Tahoe Championship
by Jack Wallace II

Eagle Creek State Park in Shelbyville, Illinois was the site of the Cabela’s 1997 North American Bowhunter’s Championship. Prairie 
Land Archery Club and the Illinois Department of Natural Resources hosted the tournament.

The thick, dense growth of the oak and hickory trees in the area made the tournament a strain on archer’s yardage estimation skills. 
The deceiving tunnel shots, dips and valleys weren’t the only challenges to shooters. The incredible heat and humidity was another 
factor in the event for many archers who experienced dehydration and ane unlucky few who suffered from near heat stroke.

The tournament consisted of two days of 20 targets each before a cut, where the best archers of the professional class had a final 
shootoff round to determine the champions in each division. When the smoke had cleared, familiar faces emerged as the winners, 
Randy Ulmer and Susan Thompson.

Susan Thompson 
takes her judging 

distance seriously!

Just another shooter trying 
to stay cool in Illinois.

Randy Ulmer on his way to 
another win.

 
Pro Men’s Open
1. Randy Ulmer

Score

506 

Winnings 

$6,238 

Pro Women’s Open 
1. Susan Thompson 

 
431 

 
$1,506 



Pro Men’s Limited 
1. Buddy Durr 

 
383 

 
$ 434 

Pro Men’s Seniors 
1. George Dixon 

 
460 

 
$2,471

1997 ASA Pro/Am World Championship ‘Classic’

Gainsville Georgia’s Chicopee Woods Agricultural Center was the stage for the 1997 A.S.A. World Classic Championship. The 
tournament was the culmination of six national qualifiers used to earn contestants an invitation to 3-D archery’s biggest money 
tournament. The World Classic was based on a 100% money payback. First place prize money for the Men’s Pro Classic Champion 
was worth a cool $30,000. The lucky man winning the Shooter of the Year title would take home an incredible $50,000.

Jeff Hopkins with his $30,000 
check for the ASA Classic.

David Stepp with his $50,000 
check for “Shooter of the Year”.

Jeff Hopkins on his road to 
winning the ASA Classic.

Stepp, Hopkins, turner and Freeland 
getting ready for the final round.

 Score Winnings

Pro Men’s Open
1. Jeff Hopkins
2. Richard Freeland
Shooter of the Year:

 
594
589

David Stepp

 
$30,000
$4,000

$50,000

Pro Women’s Open
1. Susan Thompson
2. Connie Calloway
Shooter of the Year:

 
545
530

Susan Thompson

 
$2,000
$1,000
$1,000

Pro Men’s Limited
1. Buddy Durr
2. Tony Congues, Sr.
Shooter of the Year:

 
496
477

Duane Alimon

 
$ 600
$325

$1,000



Pro Men’s Seniors
1. Charles Blankinship
2. Frank Carr
Shooter of the Year:

 
533
509

George Dixon

 
$2,500
$1,500
$1,000

IBO World Championships

Peak ‘N Peak Resort and Conference Center played host to one of the best I.B.O. World Championships yet. The I.B.O. wanted the 
location and rough terrain to set a new standard for championship 3-D tournaments, and it did!

Indian Head Archers, a local club, put in many hours setting up one of the most beautiful, challenging 3-D courses ever. Shooters 
enjoyed a smooth, professionally run tournament as there were 13 championship courses, all with designated starting times to 
minimize delays from the great number of archers competing. In addition, there were two trophy courses and a bowhunter defense 
range to challenge shooters while not competing. In the end Pete Works and Laurie Watson came out as World Champions.

 

Traditional shooting has 
become very popular at the 

3-D events.

A little flinch can make a big 
difference in this game. 

Left: Judging the distance is the name 
of the game in 3-D competition.

IBO mens Champion Pete 
Works.

Below: Jay Scholes sporting his 
wireless microphone look.

IBO womens champion Laurie 
Watson.



SPECIAL FEATURE 

... Snap Shots

“Don’t even think for a second 
I’m having fun!”

“Maybe if I just look at them long enough 
they’ll fix themselves”

“I think I’ll just sit here a while 
and ponder the evolution of this 

sport ... archery.”

“Who is that ape man with long 
hair anyway?” 

“This is my own personal umbrella”



“Honey, what did they say we’d 
see if we went too far?” “Does anyone know where course Z-101-

B is?” “I’m serious ... this is your last 
chance or you’re history.”

“Are you sure there’s a target 
down there?”

“Need some shooting advice ... move to 
Korea or hire us!”

“Now which color is supposed to 
face me?”



PRODUCT NEWS 

Elevation ‘Micro-Adjust’ Sight 

SIGHT MASTER, the company that brought the archery industry the first ‘One Touch - One Sight’ 
Bow Sight, is now offering a precision made Elevation ‘Micro-Adjust’ Accessory for their line of 

Adjustable Bow Sights. 

Bob Closson, SIGHT MASTER President, described his new product this way, “The Elevation 
‘Micro-Adjust’ was designed to mount easily and quickly to all SIGHT MASTER Bow Sights and 
provide the archer with micro-tuning for elevation adjustments. The Elevation ‘Micro-Adjust’ 
features a knurled nut for easy use that not only moves the yardage arm for pin point settings but also 
positively locks that setting in place. This allows the archer to shoot with precision accuracy without 
the worry of the sight setting ‘creeping’ during shooting.”

The SIGHT MASTER Elevation ‘Micro-Adjust’ also comes with a ‘Speed Crank’ for rapid elevation 
changes.

For more information on this and the complete line of best selling SIGHT MASTER products visit 
your local Archery Pro Shop or contact:

SIGHT MASTER, Inc.
1093 Highway 12 East
Townsend, MT 59644
406-266-5516 406-266-5693 (fax) 
www.Bowhunting.Net 

http://www.bowhunting.net/


Cobra’s Gyro Link Tunable Stabilizer

Finely machined aluminum, synthetic rubber, nylon and solid steel have been combined into a 
vibration-damping stabilizer for hunting or competition bows by Cobra Manufacturing.

The Gyro-Link Stabilizer used a dumbbell-shaped steel weight to connect the threaded mounting stud 
with the first of three shock-absorbing linkages, a Santoprene ‘doughnut’ covered by the tapered end 

of one of two floating aluminum weights. A disk of the same synthetic rubber separates the two 
grooved and black-anodized weights, and a second Santoprene doughnut is used at their outboard 

end.

That doughnut fits under a nut on a threaded rod that goes through the center of the stabilizer. 
Remove the end cap that has been tapped for accessory mounting, and you can tighten or loosen that 

nut to control how much ‘flex’ there is in the Gyro-Link. “The adjustable response gives you the 
ability to tune this stabilizer to the bow”, notes Ray Meicke, the engineering manager responsible for 
new product design at Cobra Manufacturing. Because the twin floating weights are separated from 

the center rod by nylon sleeves, Meicke said there is no metal-to-metal contact to cause wear or make 
noise.

To obtain a 28 page color catalog, send $2.50 to cover postage and 
handling to:
Cobra Manufacturing
P.O. Box 667
Bixby, OK 74008. 

Brunton InteliOptics Laser 70™ Rangefinder



Designed for bowhunters, the Laser 70™ Rangefinder is the latest addition to the Brunton’s 
InteliOptics line of data gathering systems. It’s light weight (9.7 oz.), small size (1.5" x 4.0"x 5.0"), 1 
yard accuracy and 5 to 70 yard range make the LASER70™ a powerful field tool for the archer.

The LASER 70™ works by sending an eye safe invisible laser beam aimed at an object through a red 
dot sight in the viewing lens. The laser beam is then reflected back to the LASER 70™ and an 
accurate distance reading appears in seconds.

The InteliOptics LASER 70™ is equipped with an audible ‘clicking’ which indicates the reflection of 
the laserbeam back to the receiver within the unit. In addition, InteliOptics LASER 70™ is powered 
by a standard 9 volt battery and is packaged with a tough, padded nylon carrying case with belt loop 
and a one year warranty for parts and labor.

For more information call Brunton at: 1-800-443-4871 
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